





Modified Fourier Series Spectrum of Impact Fracture Surface 
Tetsuro NAKATAO， Shigeru WAKABAYASHI and Kikuo SAWADA 
(Received Oct. 15， 1972) 
Roughness of the fracture surface of commercial steel is different according 
to materials and force. We reported previously a method for the numerical 
estimation of roughness in which the mean fracture surface is approximated 
by a power series of the coordinate. In this paper the mean surface is 
approximated by Fourier series modified 80 as to fit physically to the practi-
cal mean surface. Various types Sα， Sb， Se， Tb， Te and Uc of modification are 
estimated and it is conc1uded that the type Ue is the most adequate on the 
points of reliability for the various degree of approximation and practical 
numericals of the coefficients. It is obtained that low frequency terms much 
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Sj=soexp(ー jjH) ・H ・.(2)
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Table 1 Numericals of Fourier coefficients 




Sa Sb Sc 
Ro= ~o 
2 
0.016 O O 
R1 0.026 0.030 0.023 
R2 0.0042 0.0045 O 
Rs 0.0098 0.016 0.017 
R4 0.0042 0.0031 O 





































































N= 1 11(X)=B1sinωlpx=R1sinωlPX 
N= 2 Iz(x)=/l(X)+Bzsinω2PX 
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IN(X) =的)+す旦 Fig.4 
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する方法として Tb， Tc， Ucの3種の近似法を導い
た。
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